Thought Leadership from GTECH

“EducAtIon Is tHE prEmIsE
of progrEss.” by KofI AnnAn
Creating Forums for Education and Progress
How many of us can say that we have direct experience in managing a
chain retail store? As much as our lottery products depend on retail outlets
as our predominant point of sale, to retail owners and operators, lottery is
only one of many considerations. In fact, a chain retailer’s top priority list is
more likely to include concerns relating to cost reduction, theft, shrinking
market share, credit card operating rules, labor laws, state and federal food
service and tobacco regulations, etc…
“In terms of producing results, the retail industry is unquestionably one of the most difficult on the
planet in which to achieve consistent success. 2013 promises to be no easier, with a large number of
challenges facing retailers of all sizes.” — Posterita, Retail Solution Company
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How do we further assimilate our lottery product into the complex world of chain retailers and convince
them that it’s good for their business?

GTECH: 2nd Annual

Lottery Retail Workshop

that was one of many questions discussed at gtEcH’s
second annual International Lottery retail Workshop held
in Warsaw in April. this year, 17 lottery delegates shared
insights, experiences, and learning’s from various lottery
retail development initiatives conducted or planned across
international jurisdictions.

during the two day workshop, each lottery presented a retail situation analysis, case study, development
initiative, or challenge for input and discussions. gtEcH presented on three themes during the
GTECH: 2nd Annual
workshop: retail perceptions, prepare for the future, and partnership & practice.
Lottery Retail Workshop

Retail PeRcePtions

At present, lottery stands outside of the Fast Moving Consumer Goods
(FMCG)/ Stock Keeping Unity (SKU) system – the very system that is the
lifeline of chain store profitability. To manage upwards of 35,000 products
per store, every item sold in a chain store has a SKU that has an associated
profitability. Because lottery is outside of this system, it is not seen as having
an associated profit, but rather it is considered a cost that, at best, in some
cases, can simply offset another cost. For example, it may offset the cost
associated with a staffed kiosk.

oPeRations

To bridge the gap in perceived value between lottery stakeholders and chain
retail management, lottery operators have to understand the complexities
and challenges of the chain retail world to a far greater level of detail than
previously thought. We all see the world through the lenses of the glasses
we wear. To create growth opportunities for lottery in the chain store, we
must see the challenges they face and ask ourselves questions like:

loGistics

BUYinG

stoRes

MaRKetinG

Q: What is the retailer’s perception of the lottery?
A: SKU vs. just a cost
Q: How are lottery promotions tied into the retailer’s activity calendar,
which already includes non-lottery value promotions, calendar
promotions, and corporate events?
A: Lottery has to be processed and promoted as a FMCG product to fit in
and perhaps lead promotional event calendar.

“chain retail outlets are gaining
market share because they
operate an incredibly effective,

Q: How can lottery better engage with chain retail management in a
multi-level/multi-department way?

well-oiled machines all designed

A: It is important to build relationships at all levels right across the business
to ensure you understand the challenges, priorities and perceptions of
the lottery fully. Availability and presentation of all lottery data has to
match that of all other chain product inventory.

to service their customers’

Q: How can we tailor our product to each store format to ensure that
lottery matches the shopper’s journey and adds value, not complexity,
for the retailer?

Ward, director of International

A: Even within the same chain, store format dictates content. Other product
categories tailor their products by retail format – pack sizes, display
solutions and promotions will be designed to suit the retailers processes
and more important the customer need/mission – no point in stocking a
15kg bag of dog food in a store where the customer base is commuters
struggling home with their shopping on the train or bus. Acceptance by
chain retailers requires assimilation of product to store type. Can we
create new products that are better paired with the type and purpose of
the shopping experience?

extremely lean process adds
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every need in the most efficient
way” explained gtEcH’s Joe
marketing. “Any change to their
complexity and cost and will not
be viewed positively.”
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